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Holding on to advanced data analytics and predictive outageHolding on to advanced data analytics and predictive outage
management analytics, the company empowers a renownedmanagement analytics, the company empowers a renowned
western south Carolina electric cooperative.western south Carolina electric cooperative.

Utility companies across the world have started recognizing theUtility companies across the world have started recognizing the
power of data analytics and artificial intelligence. However, somepower of data analytics and artificial intelligence. However, some
companies are yet to see excellent growth opportunities in the datacompanies are yet to see excellent growth opportunities in the data
analytics industry.analytics industry.

In this chain of progress, our company implemented advancedIn this chain of progress, our company implemented advanced
predictive outage management analytics for one of the majorpredictive outage management analytics for one of the major
western South Carolina Electric Coop, possessing thousands ofwestern South Carolina Electric Coop, possessing thousands of
members and a very large system grid area.members and a very large system grid area.  
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“Despite being a well-developed enterprise, serving
thousands of customers, our client encountered nerve-

thousands of customers, our client encountered nerve-

wracking challenges due to improper utilization of

wracking challenges due to improper utilization of
operational systems and data analytics. Once the initial

operational systems and data analytics. Once the initial

analysis was done, AriesPro implemented the finest

analysis was done, AriesPro implemented the finest
strategies in order to amalgamate the ongoing business

strategies in order to amalgamate the ongoing business

operations.” said the Vice President of Utility Solutions at

operations.” said the Vice President of Utility Solutions at

AriesPro.AriesPro.

Based on the several assessment and facts breakdown, we

Based on the several assessment and facts breakdown, we

opted to strengthen the engineering and operational side for

opted to strengthen the engineering and operational side for

the enterprise, South Carolina electric cooperative. The

the enterprise, South Carolina electric cooperative. The

process followed the integration of the outage management

process followed the integration of the outage management

strategy.strategy.  

No Utilities Can Sustain WithoutDigitization and Analytics



The ultimate solution that emerged from
AriesPro is the refinement of ‘Engineering
and operations’, then eventually,
integrating both for a profound system for
outage handling and prediction. Moreover,
the company is continuously rolling down
better technologies to gain wider coverage
among the utilities in the USA.


